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KILL THAT PROPOSED AMENDMENT
election day voters of Utah should vote "No" on the propo-

sitionON to amend the state constitution for, among others, the
following' reasons:

1. It proposes to tax unequally the common property of the
people.

2. It proposes to multiply for the purposes of taxation certain
property by three.

3. It proposes to take the taxing power from the people and to
place it in the hands of one man, and him an appointee of a board that
at best is but an inferior branch of the state government.

4. That is, it proposes to classify certain properties for purposes
of taxation, and to apply different rates of taxation on certain forms
of property, which attempt has already been once submitted to the
people and indignantly rejected. This second attempt td incorporate
it in the constitution justifies the conclusion that it but embodies the
idea of a few men to eliminate everything relating to taxation and rev-

enue from the constitution and to make taxation the football of de-

signing men before every legislature, and swiftly become a source of
solicitude and anxiety to every man, firm and corporation in the state.

5. This proposed amendment not only provides for taxing one
class of property more than another, for double taxation of some
classes of property, but further gives to the legislature the power to
tax some forms of property out of existence altogether.

A fair conclusion is that one of its purposes is to utterly kill the
locating and developing of mining prospects. Indeed the tenor of
the whole instrument is especially hostile to the mining industry of
the state, and the malignity displayed makes it .impossible to ascribe
the outrages proposed to the ignorance of the authors of the unsavory
instrument.

6. It discriminates, for the purposes of taxation, between the
apparent net proceeds and net profits of a mine in levying its' attroci-ou- s

triple taxation.
For example a mine may have for a year apparent net proceeds

of say $50,000. It pays in dividends $30,000 and the other $20,000 is
absorbed in prospecting for a new orebody. This is a necessity in
every working mine.

This instrument is not content in compelling the dividend money H
of $30,000 to be multiplied into $90,000 for taxation purposes, but it M
takes the whole apparent net proceeds of $50,000 and mutilplies that to
$150,000 for taxation. In addition if a share holder receives $3,000 in
dividends he is again taxed on the $3,000. jH

Considering what mining has done for Utah, what would come M
to Utah were mining to cease, the wording of this instrumciu sounds M
more like the raving of some fanatical, one-eye- d chaser of some as- - M
inine fad, than the conclusions of ordinary common horse sense.

Last week we compared this proposed measure to the fabled per--
formances of the bull in the China shop.

After further-stud- y we apologize to the bull. , fl
He was an honest bull and only followed an inherent instinct to

smash things generally without discrimination. This instrument is
against the most important enterprise of the state, and, impotent to H
build up anything of use, seems surcharged with a determination to H
tear down.

It would be a reproach to both the intelligence and sense of jus- - jH
tice of the voters of the state were they to fail to bury it! out of sight
by their indignant ballots. H

Finally we arc sure the people will note that the state board of H
equalization, whose members lobbied this infamy through the legis- - H
lature, is now using state funds and the time of state employees to H
send out urgent requests to the people of the state to vote for this H
proposed amendment. They are having slips printed at state expense j H
for this purpose, and will of course pay the postage with state money. y H

The act is but another proof of the utter incompetency of this H
board, and more gives an idea of the fix the state would quickly be in H
if the amendment should be adopted. H

The rates of taxation on different kinds of property would only be H
limited by their desire to spend public moneys. H

They should be sent to an asylum for the blind to be treated for Hobliquity of their moral vision. IH
The bull in the China shop smashed things, but he was not at the PI

same time planning the smashing of all other shops. ' IIH

seems to come to it like the scourge o locusts,
once in seventeen years, and elected a Demo-

cratic president.
He called congress in extra session and bull-

dozed through it a bill which utterly destroyed
silver as primary money, changed it into a com-

modity; then permitted the New York banks to
so drain the treasury of gold that he had an ex-

cuse for issuing $250,000,000 in bonds; insisted
that they should be sold to the house that had
depleted the treasury of gold, at 92 cents. In

. a few days they were $1.08 in the open market.
The bonds were wanted for no purpose except as
backing for a few national banks, which have
been drawing in 90 per cent of their interest ever
since and which have never been called in.

i It may further be stated that during the
whole term of that president the country was
under a most fearful business depression, but
though that president had been given a university
training and a course in a law school, he could

not make a living in one of the most live and
prosperous American cities. But he retired from
the presidency with more wealth than all preced- -

ing presidents of the United States combined,

had ever possessed.
The mere statement of the above facts makes

clear the courage of the Democratic lady who

published the first paragraph in the above.

The same lady arraigns the high protective
laws passed by Republicans and charges that
they were in the interest of the few as against

the many. s

But she naturally forgot to mention that under
those laws more laboring men received generous
wages and the country made more advances in
wealth and power and prestige in thirty years
than were ever seen before in any other country
of this old world since the beginning of time.
The lady is in truth a most brave lady, but if,
when Mr. Hughes is elected, and she has quiet
for study, she will devote about four years to
the study of the political history of our country
for the last fifty years; her speeches four years
hence may not be any more entertaining than her
writings are this year, but they will be a vastly
more reliable guide for the unsophisticated voter.

Our Place
HAS any one ever thought that never before

world depended so much upon the United
States as it does right now!

All the outside great nations are involved in

almost a death lock; half a dozen of the smaller
nations are standing on the verge of starvation;
the strain is almost unbearable, and there is no-

where that the world can turn its eyes for any
comfort save toward the Great Republic in its
majesty and mercy and power.

It shines out on the map of' the world as the
one land of liberty, the one land of hope for the
poor; the one land whoso watchword is Liberty
and Justice; the one land whose oppor" Hies are
open to all alike, the one spot that o.iers an asy-

lum and hope to those who are broken in fortune,
and whose hearts are bowed down in sorrow.

While all the atmosphere of Europe is being
churned by the reverberations of the appalling Bfl
war; could our hearing be refined, we should hear Hin the humble and stricken homes, the daily and
nightly talk, and the burden of it all would be HI
that when at last the war's thunders shall be K
hushed, there must be some land found where, in 111
peace there will be a chance to pick up the rav- - HI
eled threads of a lost fortune, and where there HI
may be a chance to reweave them into fabrics H
to begin to hide the world's nakedness. HH

And, looking around, there is but one spot Ml
where the host can center and begin this work. HI
That is in our country, and for us to offer this Bll
asylum and to meet the requirements that will III
follow, will tax our patriotism and patience; our III
fortitude and tenacity of purpose; our sense of

right and determination to be Just, as they were HI
never taxed before. It will need all the wisdom Hjl
that we can obtain to steady the nation then. Bl
The first essential will be to find 7ork for the III
host, for they will all have to live and there is 111
no way to feed them, save that they be given a MM

chance to earn the food they eat. And for what H
they produce a market must be found. This in- - IM
volves the necessity of possessing a great mer- -

chant marine; the h' aiding and navigating a WM

great fleet of merchant ships. That involves first 11
great work In the coal and iron mines; then in Ifl
smelters and rolling mills; then the assembling ll
of the materials on the shipyards where ships grow HI
into form; then the ships to fulfill their purpose


